World’s #1 Mobile Charging Brand
4 BILLION CHARGING ACCESSORIES SHIPPED EVERY YEAR

300,000 TONS OF E-WASTE
GaNPrime™

Anker 737 Charger (GanPrime 120W)

Anker 747 Charger (GanPrime 150W)

More Sustainable

Less Plastic

Less Energy Waste

Compact Architecture Design
With Interlocking Structure

50%
Smaller

ActiveShield™ 2.0
Monitors Temperature Up to

3 Million
Times Per Day

PowerIQ™ 4.0
With Dynamic Power Distribution

1,000+ Devices

1 Hour Faster
Anker 767 PowerHouse - GaNPrime 2048Wh | 2400W

6x Long-Lasting Power Station with 10-Year Lifespan

First GaN-Powered Portable Power Station

Suitcase Design for Enhanced Portability

Fully Recharge in 2.5 Hours with Endless Solar Power

The Anker App for Smart Control
GaN + 767 PowerHouse + Solar = Unlimited Power